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2 CONDUCTING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AUDITS  
The Science Granting Councils Initiative
The Science Granting Councils Initiative in sub-Saharan Africa (SGCI) is an Initiative which 
aims to strengthen the capacities of Science Granting Councils (SGCs) in sub-Saharan 
Africa to support research and evidence based policies that will contribute to economic and 
social development. The Initiative is jointly funded by the United Kingdom’s Department 
for International Development (DFID), Canada’s International Development Research 
Centre (IDRC), and South Africa’s National Research Foundation (NRF).
The SGCI currently operates in 15 sub-Saharan Africa countries including: Kenya, Rwanda, 
Uganda, Tanzania, Ethiopia, Côte d’Ivoire, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Senegal, Ghana, 
Zambia, Mozambique, Malawi, Namibia, and Zimbabwe.
For more details: www.sgciafrica.org
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The Science Granting Councils, Universities 
and Research Institutes have historically given 
primacy to their tangible assets including land, 
buildings, machinery, equipment and other 
forms of physical infrastructure. However, 
the rapid transition to knowledge society and 
knowledge-based economies is shifting the 
focus to intangible assets as the source of 
?KILAPEPERA=@R=JP=CAPKKNC=JEV=PEKJOłNIO
and national economies. 
Intellectual Property Rights form key 
intangible assets emanating from research, 
scholarly work and innovation which form the 
primary products of these innovation system 
actors. They spread across both the public and 
private spheres and hence any public-sector 
institution entering into research partnerships 
with private sector entities will confront IP 
EOOQAO *KNA OECJEł?=JPHU &- I=J=CAIAJP
EOOQAO =J@ LKPAJPE=H ?KJŃE?PO =NA HEGAHU PK
arise in government funding schemes – a 
key function of the science granting councils. 
The situation gets even more complicated in 
collaborative research projects which involve:
• different academic partners with differing 
clauses on key IP issues such as 
KSJANODEL =??AOO=J@>AJAłPOD=NEJC EJ
their institutional IP policies
• private sector actors whose views and 
approaches to IP are more stringent (or 
loose) than their public-sector partners. 
• co-investment arrangements of funders 
who have different policies on IP
• disclosure and sharing of potentially 
proprietary information 
As the Councils position themselves to (i) 
promote knowledge exchange and technology 
PN=JOBAN ĠEE
 EILHAIAJP EJJKR=PERA łJ=J?EJC
mechanisms (iii) enhance research excellence, 
ethics and integrity and (iv) facilitate 
interactions amongst various research and 
innovation systems actors, IP management 
capabilities become increasingly relevant. 
To facilitate inter-regional cooperation between 
and amongst African countries as well as 
international cooperation between African 
countries and other parts of the world, SGCs 
will confront differing IP systems. Enhancing 
their capacities negotiate, supported by guiding 
documents and evidence, would ensure they 
take off from an informed position. It will 
further be useful when resolving disputes 
related to ownership, disclosure, and the 
distribution of income from intellectual assets. 
Most of the universities and public research 
institutes now have institutional IP policies 
and have established technology transfer 
KBł?AO Ġ11,O
4DEHAOQ?DKBł?AOOPEHHOQBBAN
BNKI QJ@ANOP=BłJC =J@ QJ@ANNAOKQN?EJC
they nonetheless play an important role in 
facilitating IP management and industry liaison 
within the national research and innovation 
systems. Their work needs to be supported 
and complemented by key government 
institutions and agencies such as the national 
EJPAHHA?PQ=HLNKLANPUKBł?AĠSDANAOQ?DATEOPO

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4DU KJ@Q?P IP Audits? 
The role of the Science Granting Councils as coordinators and facilitators 
EO BQJ@=IAJP=H  ?HKOA SKNGEJC NAH=PEKJODEL >APSAAJ PDA 11,O =J@
the Councils will ensure that the government-funded research projects 
undergo proper IP audits and that IP rights are properly assigned. 
An IP Audit is a systematic review of the intellectual properties owned, 
used or acquired by organizations and businesses so as to assess and 
manage risk, remedy problems and implement best practices in IP asset 
management. It is premised on the observation that:
Strengthening the capacities of the Councils in IP management and availing 
to them a suite of tools, mechanisms and support systems is a key contributor to 
enhancing their roles in knowledge exchange, technology transfer and commercialization 
6 CONDUCTING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AUDITS  
• The auditor should know 
“what to look out for”. In other 
words, the auditor should 
be familiar with the different 
types of IP. Section two of 
this manual describes what 
constitutes IP assets, their 
scope, characteristics and how 
to identify and differentiate 
them. 
• The auditor should know “why 
the audit is being conducted”. 
It is important to be clear from 
the outset what the purpose 
KB PDA =Q@EP EO 4D=P EO PDA
organization trying to achieve? 
4D=P =NA PDA GAU K>FA?PERAO
and rationale behind the audit? 
Section three deals with this 
and expounds on the different 
types of audits and the 
conditions and contexts under 
which they may be applied. 
An IP audit can help the Science Granting Councils to make an inventory of their IP assets or 
update it and analyze:
a) The different IP assets owned (whether internally generated or acquired) by the organization 
e.g. what type of IPs arise out of the grants from the SGCs?
>
 %KSPDA&-=OOAPO=NAQOA@KNQJQOA@ġJ&-=Q@EPOAAGOPKQJ?KRANQJQOA@KNQJ@AN QPEHEVA@
assets, to identify any threats to an organization’s bottom line 
c) Enable business managers to devise informed business and IP strategies that help maintain 




e) Determine what actions are required to be taken with respect to each IP asset, or a portfolio of 
such assets, to serve the relevant business goals of the organization (for example, advocate 
for the commercialization of the IP).
How does this manual support SGCs attain these objectives?
In conducting IP audits, there are key capabilities that auditors should be equipped with as well 
as considerations to take into account. These key capabilities and considerations form the basis 
of this manual and its organization. 
They include but not limited to:
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• The auditor should know “what needs to be in place before the audit”. The auditor should 
be adequately prepared to conduct the audit. Pre-audit planning and scheduling is important. 
0A?PEKJBKQN=J@łRA@A=HSEPDLNA=Q@EPLH=JJEJC=J@DKSPDA=Q@EPKNODKQH@LNAL=NABKNPDA
task ahead. 
• The auditor should know “the practical steps to follow” while conducting the audit. IP audit 
deals with two main issues: (i) agreements and contracts (ii) IP assets. Section six deals with 
how to audit the former and section seven deals with the latter. They detail to the auditor the 
practical steps in conducting either type of audit.





action points and implementation plan? Recommendations? An audit report template has been 
LNKRE@A@4DEHAEP?KRANOPDAI=EJEOOQAO=Q@EPKNOODKQH@?QOPKIEVA=OI=U>AJA?AOO=NU
• 1DA=Q@EPKNODKQH@>AB=IEHE=NSEPDļDKSPKOPKNA=J@NAPNEARAPDA@=P==J@NALKNPO,PDANSEOA
the exercise will end up in another heap of documents that are neither used to inform policy 
and practice. To support the work of the auditors, a template for an institutional IP repository 
has been provided
After the audit, then what? Section eight answers this question and sets out ways in which the 
results of the IP audit may be put into use. 
Section nine proposes “how to move from IP audits to IP management” and makes 
recommendations on what science granting councils could do. 
1DAłJ=HOA?PEKJLNAOAJPO=OQCCAOPA@=Q@EP NALKNP PAILH=PAKQPHEJEJCPDA>NK=@DA=@EJCO=J@
sub-headings to ensure key issues are captured. 
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The Intellectual Property system provides an environment in which creativity and 
innovation can flourish, enabling people to earn recognition and economic benefit from 
what they invent or create. Intellectual Property (IP) rights are legal rights which arise from 
intellectual activities in industrial, scientific, literary and artistic fields. They are the type of 
property that result from creations of the human mind (the intellect). 
4D=P KJOPEPQPAO IP Assets?
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Why protect intellectual property? 
Protection encourages commitment of additional resources for further research and innovation, 
OLQNO A?KJKIE? CNKSPD =J@ >AJAłP PK OK?EAPU @QA PK JAS PA?DJKHKCEAO FK> ?NA=PEKJ =J@
enhancement of the quality life and enjoyment 
The major types of IP include: Patents, Copyrights, Trademarks, Service marks, Trade Secrets, 
Industrial designs, Geographical indications and Plant Varieties.
Patents
Patents, grant exclusive rights, for a limited period of time over a specified subject matter 
(invention) constituting a particular type of advance in return for disclosure of the advance to the 
public. The exclusive rights given the patent owner include to (i) control who makes, uses, sells, 
offers to sell, and/or imports the patented invention (ii) seek injunction against infringement and 
(iii) claim damages for infringement.  
-=PAJPO =NA QOA@ PK LNKPA?P EJRAJPEKJO =J@ =LLHE?=>HA H=NCAHU EJ O?EAJPEł? =J@ PA?DJKHKCE?=H
innovation.  Patents are useful in a wide variety of businesses such as pharmaceutical, 
biotechnology, engineering and telecommunications.  
What is patentable?
An invention is patentable if it is: (i) new (novelty); (ii) involves an inventive step and is (iii) industrially 
applicable. 
(i) Novelty of an invention 
tested against prior art. 
But what is prior art? This 
refers to everything made 
available to the public 
anywhere in the world 
>ABKNA PDA łHEJC @=PA
It includes whether the 
invention has been used 
in public; presented at a 
conference or any other 
public gathering; or has 
been published.
 Novelty and Grace Period: 
The standard of novelty 
varies from country 
to country with some 
countries allowing for a 
grace period e.g. Kenya 
and the United States 
(USA) while others insist 
on absolute novelty e.g. 
"QNKLA=J -=PAJP ,Bł?A
Ġ"-,
 &P EO EILKNP=JP PK
note however that prior 
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disclosure can destroy novelty and that 
even in countries where grace period is 
=HHKSA@ L=PAJP =LLHE?=PEKJIQOP >A łHA@
within 12 months after public disclosure. 
For example, a paper describing an 
invention at a conference on 10/06/2020, 
PDAL=PAJP =LLHE?=PEKJ ?=J OPEHH >AłHA@ EJ
Kenya, the USA or any other country that 
provides for grace period till 10/06/2021. 
However, the invention may lose novelty 
in Europe and other countries 
(ii) Inventive step
 An invention has inventive step if: (i) it is 
not obvious to a person skilled in the art 
PKSDE?DPDAEJRAJPEKJLANP=EJOĠ=O=PłHEJC
date); (ii) with regard to prior the art and (iii) 
common knowledge in the art. 
 However, (i) combination of features; (ii) 
substitution of a material for analogous 
use; (iii) routine experiments or (iv) 
computerizing known processes do not 
constitute inventive steps
(iii)Industrial Applicability 
 This is considered met if invention can be 
used in any type of industry. The invention 
IQOP@AIKJOPN=PAOKIA>AJAłP
In summary, a patent is used to protect an 
invention that is new, involves an inventive 




What is not patentable?
Some things are not patentable, for example, 
=O?EAJPEł?KNI=PDAI=PE?=H@EO?KRANUPDAKNU
or method; a literary, dramatic, musical or 
artistic work; a way of performing a mental 
act, playing a game or doing business; the 
presentation of information or some computer 
programs; an animal or plant variety; a method 
of medical treatment or diagnosis or anything 
=C=EJOPLQ>HE?LKHE?UKNIKN=HEPU ,PDANJKJ
patentable subject matter includes: 
• Schemes, rules and methods of (i) doing 
business1  (ii) performing purely mental 
acts (iii) playing games e.g. multilevel 
marketing or method of playing double 
football 
• Methods of treatment of humans/animals 
by surgery or therapy 
• Presentation of information e.g. advertising 
on a road surface 
• !EO?KRANEAOO?EAJPEł?PDAKNEAO
mathematical methods e.g. E=MC2 
How long is the period of protection?
An applicant is required to give full 
disclosure of his/her invention in 
return for a period of exclusivity 
of 20 years.  Patent protection is 
geographically limited.  A patent 
owner therefore enjoys a monopoly 
for 20 years in the territory in which 
the patent is registered.  
1 Some countries allow this
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What are the rights of a patent owner?
A patent enables the rights holder to prevent others from making, selling, using or importing the 
invention during the period of protection.  A patent can also be used to get compensation from 
those infringing the right.
How long does it take to register a patent?
It takes about 2-3 years to register a patent.  A person may lose the right rights to a patent if 
>ABKNAłHEJC=J=LLHE?=PEKJPDAEJRAJPEKJEOLQ>HEODA@KNKPDANLAKLHA=NAPKH@=>KQPEP2.  
Copyright
Copyright protects “original works of authorship” - including literary, dramatic, musical, artistic 
and certain other intellectual works such as software codes.  Copyright does not protect ideas, 
the work must be captured in some way, e.g. written down or recorded. The protected works 
EJ?HQ@AġHEPAN=NUSKNGOEJ?HQ@EJCOKBPS=NA@N=I=PE?=J@IQOE?=HSKNGOOKQJ@NA?KN@EJCOłHIO
broadcasts and cable programmes. 
How long is the 
protection?
Protection is automatic on both 
published and unpublished 
works.  The duration of copyright 
varies with the type of work, but 
it is generally 50 years after the 
life of the author.  It is important 
PKEJ@E?=PASDAJ=SKNGS=OłNOP
authored for purposes of policing 
infringement.  Copyright accrues 
automatically and has no cost. 
Copyright protection is instant 
once the work has been captured 
in some way e.g. written down or 
recorded.   However, it is advisable 
to register it with the relevant 
KBł?ABKNA=OAKBAJBKN?AIAJPKB
the right.
2 Except a legal advisor
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Is data and databases protected under copyrights?
Database right allows you to protect databases where you have made a substantial investment in 
making the database. Copyright and database rights are important for IT companies, e-commerce, 
HEPAN=PQNA IQOE? =J@ PDA=PNAĢ EJPANJAP PAHAREOEKJ łHI LNAOO =J@ KPDAN IA@E=Ģ PN=EJEJC =J@
education.  
Database right protects databases against anyone extracting and using the contents without 
permission. It lasts for 15 years from when the database is made or, if the database is published 
during this time, for 15 years from publication.  A database right accrues automatically once the 
database has been recorded in some form (manually or electronically) and there is therefore no 
cost in obtaining the right.
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What are the rights of a copyright holder?
A copyright holder gets the right to stop others from copying, adapting, distributing, communicating 
to the public, renting or lending copies to the public or performing in public and to get compensation 
if these rights are infringed. 
Can you have multiple copyrights on the same product?
In order to attract protection, the work must be original, that is, not copied. Such works may be 
protected by a number of copyrights. For example, on music CD there will be copyright on the 
individual songs, the sound recordings and the graphics on the CD cover. 
In summary, Copyrights confer rights of authors/creators over their literary, musical and artistic 
works: (i) literary – books, plays, newspaper articles, computer programmes (ii) artistic works – 
drawings, paintings, photographs, architectural designs (iii) musical works – musical compositions, 
łHIO?DKNAKCN=LDU ĠER
LANBKNI=J?AO=J@>NK=@?=OPO  KLUNECDPO EJ?HQ@A>KPDA?KJKIE?=J@
moral rights and protection is up to 50 years after the death of the author or after the initial 
broadcast or performance
Trademarks
A trademark or service mark is a word, a symbol, a logo, a picture, a design of goods (or 
services), or a combination of these, used to distinguish the goods (or services) of one person 
or organization from those of others in the marketplace.  
A name or symbol can be protected 
in two ways – a registered trade 
mark or an unregistered trade 
mark protection.  It is easier to 
prove a registered trade mark than 
unregistered.  Trademarks are 
relevant for all businesses which 
sell goods or services using a brand 
name or other distinctive sign (e.g. 
Toyota, Samsung, and International 
,HUILE? KIIEPPAA

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,JA?=JNACEOPAN=JUOECJ?=L=>HAKB@EOPEJCQEODEJCCKK@OKNOANRE?AOKBKJA>QOEJAOOBNKIPDKOA
of another, unless the mark is descriptive of the product or service (e.g. “fresh vegetables”) or if 
it is likely to be confused with an earlier registered mark.
4EPD=NACEOPANA@PN=@AI=NGUKQ?=JOPKLĠ=J@
get compensation from) someone else using 
the same sign for the same class of goods. 
You can also stop a similar sign being used for 
similar goods or services.  There is additional 
protection for well-known trademarks. As 
long as you use the mark properly and pay the 
renewal fees, it can last forever.  
0KIA BAA EO ?D=NCA=>HA  ,JAI=U QOA PDA
™ symbol for free and puts people on notice 
that you assert rights in the name. The ® may 
only be used after a trade mark registration. 
Typically, trade mark registration takes about 
a year.  
15CONDUCTING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AUDITS 
Trade secrets and confidential information
Trade secrets offer an indefinite intellectual property protection by keeping it a secret.  This is 
information which is yours, secret and of value to your business.  This includes customer lists, 
manufacturing techniques or business methods. Whatever is kept secret should be something 
that cannot be easily reverse engineered.  
Secrecy can be achieved by limiting the number 
of individuals with access to the information; 
and strict controls over information to maintain 
?KJł@AJPE=HEPU 1DAI=FKN NEOGDANA EO PD=P EB
the Trade Secret is inadvertently disclosed, 
no legal protection exists; and third parties 
SDKłHA=L=PAJP=LLHE?=PEKJSDE?D?KRANOPDA
information will take control. 
There is a duty under equity not to disclose 
?KJł@AJPE=H EJBKNI=PEKJ %KSARAN EP EO
=@REO=>HAPKAJPANEJPKATLNAOO?KJł@AJPE=HEPU
agreements with your employees, suppliers, 
and some of your customers who may get 
=??AOOPKUKQN?KJł@AJPE=HEJBKNI=PEKJ
1DA?KOPKBLNKPA?PEKJ EOIEJEI=H 4DANA=O
equitable protection arises automatically, 
contractual protection takes effect on the date 
OLA?EłA@>UPDAL=NPEAOPKPDA=CNAAIAJP
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Industrial Design
An Industrial Design is used to protect a manufactured article which has a specific appearance.   
A design must be new, original and sufficiently distinct.  Protection applies to the finished article, 
not the process.  Design rights are relevant for all businesses that create products or articles 
which need to look different to others.  The registered design needs to be applied for and will 
protect the features of shape, configuration, pattern or ornament of new aesthetic articles.  
The shape of a bottle, spoon, cup or headlights 
can be protected with both registered and 
unregistered design right.  The unregistered 
design right automatically protects the design 
KB=JU=OLA?PKBPDAOD=LAKN?KJłCQN=PEKJKB
original designs of articles which are functional. 
The unregistered design right allows you to 
stop (and get compensation from) someone 
else using your design only if you can show 
they have copied your design.  The protection 
lasts 10-15 years, but can be deferred for 5 
years.  
A registered design enables you to stop 
(and get compensation from) anyone else 
making or selling a substantially similar article 
(regardless of whether they have ever seen 
your design) for up to 25 years.
The unregistered design right accrues 
automatically and has no cost. The costs 
of obtaining a registered design are lower 
than for a patent.  Unregistered design right 
protection is instant.   
Typically design registration will take a few 
months.  The application is registered if it 
passes examination and a search of existing 
@AOECJO6KQIQOPłHAPDA@AOECJ=LLHE?=PEKJ
within 6 months of it being disclosed to the 
public.
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Geographical Indications
Geographical indications are rights that accrue from a reputation and special characteristics 
of a product attributable to a specific location.  They include names or signs used on products 
that possess characterises, qualities or reputation resulting from their geographical origin e.g. 
Basmati Rice from Basmati region in India/Pakistan; Champagne from champagne region in 
France; Roquefort cheese made in caves in the Roquefort region in France.  GI allows farmers 
and producers to gain added value for their quality products. 
The Africa Union has  developed a continental strategy for geographical indications in Africa 
(2018-2023) with  potential traditional products for GI protection  including: (i) Kiishi for meat 
products from Nigeria, Niger, Cameroon (ii) Wagashi for cheese and dairy products made in 
sahelian countries (iii) YettBKNłOD=J@OA=LNK@Q?POI=@AEJ0AJAC=H=J@*=QNEP=JE=ĠER
Dihe 
for spirulina algae in chad (v) Rooibos tea- south Africa (vi) Bark cloth – Uganda  and (viii) Coffee 
– Kenya and Ethiopia
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Plant Varieties
Through specialized breeding skills, new plant varieties emerge.  It takes a lot of skill and 
perseverance, coupled with several attempts to be able to produce a stable new variety.  It is an 
age-old skill that farmers all over the world have used to introduce varieties that achieve higher 
yields and resistance to diseases or certain weather conditions.  It involved repetitive cross-
>NAA@EJC0Q?DJASR=NEAPEAOKBLH=JPO=NALNKPA?PA@=OJASR=NEAPEAOKBLH=JPO=OPDAU@KJKPłP
PDA@AłJEPEKJKB=L=PAJP%KSARAN=L=PAJPSEHH>AJA?AOO=NUEJ?=OAOKBCAJAPE?IK@Eł?=PEKJ
producing new plants such as those resistant to the bacteria Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt).  This 
technology has been applied to produce Bt cotton that is resistant to the ball worm. Protection is 
for 25 years
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IP audit is a systematic review of the IP owned, used or acquired by an organization so as 
to (i) assess and manage risk (ii) remedy problems and (iii) implement best practices in IP 
asset management. It involves undertaking a comprehensive review of an organization’s IP 
assets, related agreements, relevant policies and compliance procedures. 
General Purpose IP Audit
A general-purpose IP audit is conducted in order to maintain and control the IP assets. It ensures 
the wealth and health of IP assets. Before establishing a new company or startup it is always 
important for a start-up company to be aware of the intangible assets it owns or needs to protect. 
Types of IP Audits
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A general or broad IP audit is done in the following types of contexts:
i. Before establishing a new company – to determine what IP assets the proposed new company 










at regular intervals, such as on an annual basis, so that IP assets are reviewed and appropriate 
decisions taken, depending on the current and emerging needs of a company/organization.
Event Driven IP Audit
Event driven IP Audit is generally much narrower in scope than a broad or general-purpose IP 
audit. The nature and scope of such an audit is determined by the event in question, and the time 
and resources available for doing it. It is also called “IP Due Diligence”, when it is done to assess 
the value and risk of all or a part of an organization’ IP assets. It is ordinarily conducted by a third 
party before an IP portfolio is bought or invested in.






between (a) the potential acquirer, investor, or creditor and (b) the target company.
4DAJ@KJALNKLANHU&-@QA@EHECAJ?ALNKRE@AO@AP=EHA@EJBKNI=PEKJPD=PI=U=BBA?PPDALNE?AKN
other key elements of a proposed transaction or even aborting the further consideration of the 
proposed transaction.
What is its purpose?
IP due diligence generally seeks to:
i. Identify and locate IP assets, and then assess the nature and scope of the IP to evaluate their 
>AJAłPO=J@=HHK?=PANEOGO=OOK?E=PA@SEPDPDAKSJANODELKNQOAKBPDANAHAR=JP&-=OOAPOĢ
ii. In particular, it seeks to determine whether the relevant IP is free of encumbrances for its 
intended business use(s).
iii. Identify problems in and barriers to the transfer of the IP assets under consideration.
iv. Identify and apportion between the two parties the expenses incident to the transfer of IP 
assets under consideration. 
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When is it done?
IP due diligence is done in the following types of contexts:
i. Mergers, acquisitions, joint ventures and collaborative research: An IP audit provides a 
basis for assessing the risk and value of relevant IP assets in a proposed acquisition or sale of 
intellectual property, as for example, prior to entering into negotiations for a possible merger 
or acquisition or collaborative research, divestiture, or a joint venture arrangement. 
 &P?KQH@ HA=@PK=OECJEł?=JP EJ?NA=OA EJPDAR=HQAKBPDA=?MQENA@?KIL=JUKNPDANAOQHPEJC
IANCA@AJPEPUKNFKEJPNAOA=N?DKQPLQP,JPDAKPDAND=J@OQ?D=JATAN?EOAI=UOECJEł?=JPHU
reduce the acquisition cost or lead to a cancellation of the acquisition process if the due 
diligence process reveals major IP risks or IP problems in the target company/joint project.
ii. Financial transactions: &-@QA@EHECAJ?AEOEILKNP=JP>ABKNAAJPANEJCEJPK=łJ=J?E=HPN=JO=?PEKJ
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involving IP, such as before an initial public 
offering or private placement of stock, 
KN OECJEł?=JP OPK?G LQN?D=OA KN >ABKNA
taking of a security interest in IP, as all of 
these have an impact on the ownership of 
IP. Through an IP audit, a potential lender 
will be able to more meaningfully assess a 
structured IP portfolio as part of its overall 
analysis of the credit worthiness of a target 
company.
iii. Buying or selling a business division 
or IP transfer: Before a company buys or 
sells a division or a product line, a seller will 
generally make a series of representations 
and warranties as to the ownership, non-
infringement and marketability of the IP 
assets linked to the transaction in the 
ensuing written agreement. Similarly, 
before a transfer or assignment of interest 
in IP, an IP due diligence should be done 
separately by both parties to ensure that 
the transfer or assignment meets both 
their respective business interests.
iv. Launching a new product or service: 
4DAJ=OECJEł?=JPJASLNK@Q?PKNOANRE?A
is being developed or about to be launched, 
risk of infringing IP rights of others might 
be especially high. An IP audit needs to be 
taken to address any possible infringement 
or freedom-to-operate issues linked to 
new product development and launch of 
such a product on the market. 
v. IP licensing: A potential licensor has 
to ensure that it actually owns the IP 
that is sought to be licensed to others. 
Also, it has to be sure that there are no 
existing licenses that would interfere with 
the proposed new license. A potential 
licensee has to ensure that the potential 
licensor has the necessary rights to the IP 
in question so as to legitimately transfer 
the rights and that scope and extent of 
the proposed license will duly serve its 
intended purpose.
vi. Bankruptcy and layoffs: An IP audit would 
also be appropriate as a planning tool in 
=@R=J?A KB =JU łHEJCO BKN >=JGNQLP?U
OECJEł?=JP LH=JO BKN AILHKUAA H=UKBBO
business closure, or elimination of 
OECJEł?=JPHEJAOKB>QOEJAOO
Limited Purpose Focused 
Audits
A limited purpose audit is typically much 
narrower in scope than the other two types 
and is performed under much constrained 
time schedules. These audits tend to be 
situational in nature. They are typically used to 
justify a certain legal position or the valuation 
of a particular IP, development or marketing. 
When is it done?
A limited purpose focused audit is done in the 
following types of contexts:
i. Personnel turnover: Before a major 
personnel turnover of in-house research 
and development or marketing, especially 
if it involves disgruntled employees, an IP 
audit should be done to secure the status 
of a company’s IP assets.
ii. Foreign IP filings: Before an organization 
P=GAOQL=LNKCN=IKBłHEJC&-=LLHE?=PEKJO
in other countries, that is, before entering 
a new market abroad e.g. by way of 
exporting, or expanding overseas through 
off-shoring/outsourcing some of its 
activities; or by licensing, franchising 
or merchandising; an IP audit helps to 
OAJOEPEVA PDA ?KIL=JU PKI=NGAPOLA?Eł?
IP laws, rules, customs and practices 
affecting IP rights.
iii. Using the Internet for business 
purposes: Before having an internet 
presence, doing an IP audit helps it to 
identify the needs of e-commerce and 
registration of appropriate domain names, 
etc.
iv. Significant changes in IP law and 
practice: 4DANA PDANA EO = OECJEł?=JP
change or development in IP case law or 
statutory law in a relevant market it may 
necessitate review of existing products 
for possible infringement of the IP rights 
of others.
v. Clean room procedures: The clean room 
procedure seeks to avoid infringement 
by ensuring that there is no “access” to 
copyrighted material of unrelated parties 
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during software development project. 
Thus, an audit might be necessary to 
institute, or to review the adequacy 
of, clean room procedures used in the 
development of software products so as 
to reduce the risk of infringing third party 
copyright.
vi. Preparing for litigation:4DAJ?KJOE@ANEJC
or facing litigation, a company is required 
to show non-infringement and no access 
PK PDA SKNG ?KILHAPA KN ?KJłNI PDA
chain of title of the underlying IP rights or 
otherwise complete the documentation of 
the relevant IP rights. 
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Be clear about the Purpose
Before the actual conduct of an IP audit, it is a necessary precondition that it is clearly understood 
by all concerned why the audit is being conducted. The situations that prompt an audit and the 
nature and scope of the audit will to some extent depend on its purpose. 
The amount of time and money available for conducting an audit will have a bearing on the manner 
in which the audit is conducted and its eventual outcome. 
Finally, consider the available expertise and what needs to be outsourced. 
Preparing for an IP Audit
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Constitute the IP Audit 
Team
There are no hard and fast rule as to who 
should conduct IP audits. However, for an audit 
to be effective, it is best done by a team that 
includes expertise in IP and representatives of 
the relevant technical areas of the organization 
as may be appropriate for ensuring maximum 
effectiveness.
The IP audit team should have a basic 
understanding of the product lines, the relevant 
business environment and the future plans 
of the organization so that the audit remains 
focused on IP assets of maximum business 
and mission relevance. If such expertise does 
not exist in-house, the organization should 
outsource. In cases where the audit team 
includes external expertise, before starting 
an IP audit, all external members in the audit 
team as well as all the internal staff members 
on the audit team should sign non-disclosure 




resources for its performance are clear, a 
major preparatory step for conducting the 
audit is to understand the organization, what 
it does and where it wants to go. This is an 
essential precondition for preparing an audit 
plan, which will be the basis of the audit.
It allows the audit team to gather as much 
information as possible on the organization’s 
way of doing business. Background research 
will be the basis of the audit and will provide 
the auditor(s) with the required information for 
preparing a plan for conducting an audit that 
EO?KILNADAJOERABK?QOA@PEIAHU=J@?KOP 
effective.
Background research should focus on (but not 
limited to):
 
 Internal and external relations and 
interactions: 4DK @KAO PDA ?KIL=JU
regularly interact or intend to interact with? 
For example, its employees, vendors, 
customers, consultants, independent 
contractors, joint venture partners, 
competitors, and what role(s) do IP assets 
play or would play in these interactions?
 Business strategy: This should help 
answer questions such as: How does the 
organization do its business? Does it have 
written policies in place concerning key 
aspects of the business? Does it follow 
a certain business model? Does it have 
an IP policy and strategy? Does it have a 
communication strategy? How does its 
governance structures support/not support 
its business strategy?
 Importance of IP Assets: The overall 
importance of IP assets to the business/
mission will have a bearing on the audit. 
4DANA&-=OOAPO=NANAH=PERAHUQJEILKNP=JP
to the nature of the business as a whole, 
EP IECDP >A OQBł?EAJP IANAHU PK ?KJłNI
that registered IP rights are in good 
standing and are held in the name of the 
KNC=JEV=PEKJ ,J PDA KPDAN D=J@ SDANA
the organization’s principal assets are IP, 
it may be necessary to conduct a more 
thorough assessment of the organization’s 
IP portfolio and IP based activities.
 Status of IP management: It is important 
to determine, amongst other things, what 
is the organization’s overall approach 
to IP management? Does it have an in-
house intellectual property manager or 
department and/or does it rely on outside 
IP expertise? Does it have an IP policy or 
strategy? How well informed are its staff 
on IP matters?
 IP disputes: Has the organization been 
involved in infringement suits, whether as 
plaintiffs or defendants? Is the organization 
currently involved in disputes or potential 
disputes that involve IP rights?
 Financing: Are the IP assets of the 
KNC=JEV=PEKJPEA@PKEPOłJ=J?EJC
3 This agreement is designed to protect the con!dentiality of information exchanged in connection with the consideration and negotiation of transaction and information exchanged in the 
course of a party’s due diligence review of the other. Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDA) can be entered into independently as a stand-alone agreement or it can be contained in the MOU for 
the proposed transaction.
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Start with a detailed check list
An IP auditor should ordinarily start working from a detailed checklist, which is prepared and 
IK@EłA@BKNPDAPULA=J@OEVAKBPDAKNC=JEV=PEKJO>QOEJAOONAHAR=JP&-H=SOKBPDA?KJ?ANJA@
countries, desired purpose(s), and the desired outcome(s) of the audit. A good checklist minimizes 
the chances of leaving out one or more relevant steps from the process. Each member of the 
audit team should be provided with the detailed checklist. 
Conducting an IP Audit
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Prepare an audit plan 
1DEOEJ?HQ@AO@AłJEJCPDAO?KLAKBPDA=Q@EPP=NCAPEJPAHHA?PQ=HLNKLANPEAOPEIAP=>HAKBPDA=Q@EP
and responsible person(s) for the audit. 
1KLNK@Q?A=?KILNADAJOERA?KIL=JUSE@A &-=Q@EP NALKNP NAŃA?PEJC PDAAJPENA@ARAHKLIAJP
and decision-making process for each of the company’s products and processes, the audit team 
should: 
(i) collect, review, and organize not only the IP information but also all the agreements that may 
affect the IP portfolio of the organization 
(ii) to the extent possible, do or get done relevant IP searches in all key markets.
The plan should help the team answer the most crucial questions:
(a) Does the organization own all the intellectual properties of concern?
(b) Is the organization optimizing on its Ip assets in conducting its business?
(c) Does the organization infringe on the intellectual property rights of others in the conduct of its 
business?
(d) Do others infringe on the organization’s IP rights? 
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This involves examination of the written arrangements with service providers. The intent 
behind a contract audit is to ensure that the amount and quality of services delivered 
to the client was correct and that the client was billed, paid and obtained value for the 
amount billed. A key part of an IP audit is to identify and assess the adequacy of relevant 
provisions in all agreements that concern the protection of IP. These may include the 
following agreements:
Auditing Contracts and Agreements 
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Licensing agreements
A licensing agreement is a legal contract 
between two parties, known as the licensor and 
the licensee. In a typical licensing agreement, 
the licensor grants the licensee the right to 
produce and sell goods, apply a brand name 
or trademark, or use patented technology 
owned by the licensor. An IP audit should 
review all licensing agreements to ensure that 
the company is continually in compliance with 
the terms of such licenses and whether they 
further the current and future business plans 
of the organization.
Assignment agreements
An assignment agreement is a contract in 
which one party assigns contractual rights. 
Assignment of rights under a contract is the 
complete transfer of the rights to receive the 
>AJAłPO=??NQEJCPKKJAKBPDAL=NPEAOPKPD=P
contract. 
An IP audit should review assignments to 
determine whether the organization has been 
granted an assignment from every inventor or 
=QPDKNKB=SKNG4DANAJA?AOO=NU?KJP=?P=HH
licensors and assignors to determine whether 
any security interests or liens have been 
granted in the IP assets.
Employment and independent 
contractor agreements
Employment contract is used between an 
employer and employee to address the terms 
of employment including:
• provisions governing the transfer of the IP 
rights from employees or contractors to 
the organization
• terms and conditions under which an 
independent contractor is allowed to 
use any copyrighted materials or rely 
on trademarks associated with the 
organization’s business
• provisions regarding a waiver of moral 
rights in all copyright works
• clauses setting restrictions on the disclosure 
KNQOAKB?KJł@AJPE=HEJBKNI=PEKJ@QNEJCKN
after the completion or termination of the 
employment or contract
• LNKREOEKJO @AłJEJC PDA AILHKUAAO
continuous obligation to assist in the 
protection of the IP rights
• The extent, scope and enforceability of non-
compete and non-solicitation provisions
Joint Venture & Collaboration 
Agreements
Collaboration agreements provides no 
information about the legal relationship 
>APSAAJPDAL=NPEAO,JPDAKPDAND=J@=FKEJP
venture is when two parties form a partnership 
BKN=OLA?Eł?LQNLKOAKBPAJ=OLA?Eł?LNKFA?P
4DAJ?KJ@Q?PEJCPDA&-=Q@EP NAREAS=HH PDA
various types of arrangements with suppliers, 
vendors, or customers to jointly develop or 
update the organization’s technology. Keep 
the following in mind:
• who owns the IP assets pre-dating or 
created through the joint venture or 
collaboration?
• @AłJA=OUOPAIBKNE@AJPEBUEJCLNKPA?P=>HA
intellectual property resulting from the 
cooperation
• identify who pays for any application for 
registration of IP rights and any subsequent 
defense of the IP rights
• determine the scope of IP contributed to 
the joint venture
• determine which IP rights can be used 
by whom when the joint venture or 
collaboration ends.
R&D Grants
,BPAJ CKRANJIAJP LNK?QNAIAJP ?KJPN=?PO
and government funded R&D agreements 
provide for ownership of IP rights in favor of 
the government or a government agency. 
However, there are variations in these across 
settings and they depend to a much extent on 
national laws e.g. Bayh Dole Act (1980) in the 
USA. Therefore, during the IP audit, all such 
contracts should be closely reviewed for such 
limitations.
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Other Agreements
,PDAN GEJ@O KB =CNAAIAJPO PD=P ?KQH@ D=RA
= OECJEł?=JP EIL=?P KJ =J KNC=JEV=PEKJO &-
include:
a) Technology transfer/know how/
technical assistance agreement: This 
constitutes a contract that details the 
>AJAłPO KB L=OOEJC KJ = PA?DJKHKCU
or know-how to a company that will 
commercialize it. This contract is used when 
a company (licensor) assigns or licenses 
to another (licensee) registered industrial 
and intellectual property rights (patents, 
utility models, trademarks, copyright etc.) 
as well as technical assistance and know-
how. 
b) Design and development agreements: 
A design agreement allows you to get paid 
for your work. A design agreement says 
I (the contractor) will work with you (the 
client) to design the work you want done 
on your home or building, incorporating 
your ideas and selections and making the 
@AOECJłPUKQN>Q@CAP
c) Royalty agreements: A contract 
agreement on sharing of revenues 
arising out of technology transferred to 
a company for it to commercialize. In its 
simplest form, it involves a party which 
owns something, allowing another party to 
use that something in return for payment. 
d) Material transfer agreements:  A Material 
Transfer Agreement (MTA) is a contract that 
governs the transfer of tangible research 
materials between two organizations, 
when the recipient intends to use it for his 
or her own research purposes. The MTA 
@AłJAOPDANECDPOKBPDALNKRE@AN=J@PDA
recipient with respect to the materials and 
any derivatives.
e) Source code agreements: used mainly 
in connection with software, refers to any 
documentation relating to “clean room” 
development of software, database 
licenses listings of computer software used 
by the company, including all versions and 
OKQN?A =J@ K>FA?P ?K@A ŃKS ?D=NPO =J@
other software development documents.
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Auditing IP Assets
After auditing agreements, the IP Auditor starts to audit the IP assets of the company. 
There are four steps for this stage. These include (i) identifying and recording IP assets (ii) 
determining ownership and legal status of the IP assets (iii) detecting any infringement on 
the IP assets and (iv) taking the necessary steps for creating and protecting IP assets. 
Step 1: Identifying and recording IP assets
In this step, the assets are catalogued and a description provided. This involves presenting them 
by type e.g. patents, copyrights, plant varieties etc. This involves a table detailing the IP asset with 
a concise description. See details in the proposed IP audit workbook in the next section.
IP assets may include (but not limited to): 
• Literary works, including publications in respect of research results, and associated materials, 
drafts, data sets and laboratory notebooks; 
• teaching and learning materials; 
• KPDANKNECEJ=HHEPAN=NU@N=I=PE?IQOE?=HKN=NPEOPE?SKNGOOKQJ@NA?KN@EJCOłHIO>NK=@?=OPO
and typographical arrangements, multimedia works, photographs, drawings, and other works 
created with the aid of SGC/funders resources or facilities; 
• databases, tables or compilations, computer software, preparatory design material for a 
?KILQPANLNKCN=IłNIS=NA?KQNOAS=NA=J@NAH=PA@I=PANE=HĢ
• Patentable and non-patentable technical information; 
• designs including layout designs (topographies) of integrated circuits; 
• plant varieties and related information; trade secrets; know-how, information and data 
associated with the above
This is the basic stock taking exercise that serves to create or update the intangible asset portfolio 
of an organization. It serves to inform the organization of its IP assets (actual or potential), which 
may or may not be used or used differently depending on the goals of the organization. 
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Step 2: Determining ownership and legal status of the IP 
assets
The assets will be evaluated as to whether they are owned by the organization and if so, whether 
they are or should be, protected as IP rights. It includes assets created by the organization itself, 
and those that are acquired or used with or without the express consent of third parties. 
This assessment will enable the organization to determine where, if any, ownership problems 
exist, why they exist and what should be done to prevent or solve such ownership issues. 
It will also reveal whether adequate systems are in place to protect these assets or, alternatively, 
whether and what internal obstacles exist to their protection, and whether and how these may 
be overcome. 
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Below are the main issues the auditor should note with respect to each asset.
# Issue Description Remarks
1 ,SJANODEL The nature of the organization’s ownership 
interests (e.g., sole or joint ownership, 
exclusive or non-exclusive license, the 
royalty or other costs associated with the 
license and the estimated legal duration 
and period of technological usefulness of 
the asset) and whether the nature of the 
interest is in doubt. 
2 Restrictions on use Are there any restrictions on the use 
of the asset (e.g. product or agency-
related restrictions, territorial restrictions, 
assignment or transfer restrictions, time 
restrictions, non-compete clauses) 
3 Relevance to core 
business/ Mission/ 
objectives
Is the IP asset relevant to the core business 
of the company (e.g., whether the asset is 
a critical asset or an ancillary asset) and any 
connection with other key non-IP assets of 
the company, such as key staff members
4 Encumbrances Has the asset has been pledged, or in any 
other way legally encumbered?
5 Infringement Are there potential for a third-party claim 
of infringement or damages due to the 
organization’s use of the asset?
&PEOEILKNP=JPPKJKPAPD=P=JEJRAJPEKJ>AHKJCOPKPDAEJRAJPKN=??KN@EJCPKPDAłNOPPKłHANQHA&J
case of commissioned work or employee invention, the provisions of the institutional IP policies 
where they exist take preference. 
However, in the absence of any agreement, the general rule is that the invention belongs to 
the person who commissioned the work or the employer. Such rights may be assigned and/or 
transferred. 
In cases of joint ownership involving two or more inventors/applicants, they can (i) separately 
exploit the invention (ii) transfer their shares (iii) preclude any person from exploiting the patent. 
However, in some jurisdictions, joint owners must license jointly e.g. in Kenya while in others e.g. 
in the USA, joint owners can license separately. 
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Step 3: Detecting infringement of IP rights
IP protection offers the owners the rights to exclude others from exploiting the IP assets including 
making, importing, selling or using in any other way. Any person performing these acts without 
the owner’s authorization is deemed guilty of infringement. 
4DAJ?KJ@Q?PEJC=J&-=Q@EPNAREAS?KIL=JUOLKHE?EAOSEPDNAOLA?PPKPDAAJBKN?AIAJPKBEPO&-
rights as well as its own systems for respecting the legal rights of others. If the assets are owned 
by the company then an audit may provide information as to whether they are infringed by others. 
The IP audit may provide information as to assets that the company thinks it owns but in reality, 
it does not and could give rise to problems of third-party infringement.
Step 4: Taking necessary steps for creating and 
maintaining IP assets
An IP audit will reveal where there have been lapses in the administrative, legal and regulatory 
procedures necessary for creating and maintaining IP assets. 
The Audit will also provide the necessary impetus to take care of such requirements by creating 
or improving the relevant in-house policies, procedures and management practices. 
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This section outlines how the results of an IP audit may be put into use for the benefit of 
the organization. 
Storage and retrieval – towards an IP inventory4 
&PSKQH@>A=S=OPAKBABBKNPPK?KJ@Q?PPDA&-=Q@EPO=J@CAJAN=PA=JKPDANLEHAKBłHAOPD=PJK>K@U




other methods offered by current technologies. This can be done easily and cheaply even by 
undergraduate interns from partner universities and institutes (ii) build an institutional IP inventory 
or repository. At its simplest, even a well-designed excel sheet could be a starting point. For more 
advanced organizations, a management information systems (MIS) is the way to go. This could be 
integrated into the overall institutional IP management strategy. 
After Completing an IP Audit 
4 A template has been provided in the annex. Users are encouraged to modify and customize as may be necessary to the tasks at hand.
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Analysis and strategic alignment
The IP auditor should evaluate and analyze whether the IP assets are serving the strategic 
K>FA?PERAOKBPDAKNC=JEV=PEKJ=J@EBJKPSD=PODKQH@>A@KJAPK?D=JCAPD=P,JAPA?DJEMQAPD=P
would help at this stage is to divide the results of the IP inventory into groups such as:
• techniques, innovations, and ideas that are essential to your products and services, and 
to the markets your company has decided to serve
• intellectual assets of real potential but not necessary to your company
• ‘Assets’ that seem, on balance, to have no great value to your company or to anyone else.
Evaluating IP Assets
1DANAOQHPOKB&-=Q@EPSEHH>APDA>=OEOBKNAR=HQ=PEKJKB&-=OOAPO-NKLANHUR=HQEJCPDA>AJAłPO
that may accrue from any IP asset requires an assessment of:
• Speed with which a particular market 
values and devalues that type of asset
• The cost of developing alternative 
&- =OOAPO PK BQHłHH PDA O=IA KN
comparable market needs
• Royalties being paid for similar assets
• Market recognition of the asset
• The cost of developing such 
NA?KCJEPEKJEBEPEO@Ał?EAJP
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Review on IP assets and IP 
policy
An IP audit will provide the management of 
the company with the basic information as to 
whether its IP assets are being used to attain 
the company’s strategic objectives.
The management has to check if its business 
objectives, business model and its IP 
management policies are in alignment with 
each other.
1DEO ?=J >A E@AJPEłA@ >U AR=HQ=PEJC PDA
NAHAR=J?A =J@ P=JCE>HA >AJAłPO K>P=EJA@ >U
using or leveraging IP assets that a company 
owns or has access to.
Preventing or being 
prepared for litigation
A carefully conducted audit may result in a 
determination that the company’s use of its IP 
violates the rights of a third party.
Advance warning of infringement allows the 
company to cease infringing activities, obtain 




At this stage of an IP audit the management 
matches its newly established inventory of 
IP assets to its strategic business objectives. 
The objectives should include aligning:
• The types of products or services on 
which the company intends to focus 
its resources
• The markets it intends to serve
• The return on investment it requires 
in order to satisfy its owner, funders 
or shareholders.
The results of the IP audit may add a new 
dimension to strategy discussions and may 
lead to new business strategies for the 
domestic or export markets.
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Establish an IP asset management team 
An IP asset management team is charged with managing the knowledge portfolio and is overseen 
by a senior executive. The team should be composed of managers from various disciplines 
who collectively understand the organization’s intellectual assets and (where possible, but not 
necessarily) have had a hand in developing them.
Create an IP culture
Proper training on IP best management practices should be provided to all staff. All training 
programs should be reviewed, to verify if they have adequate focus on IP asset management.
Formulate, track and monitor the institutional IP policy/
strategy
Continuously review and monitor the existence and adequacy of IP asset management policies, 
procedures and practices within the organization. 
Implement effective communication strategies
&- =OOAPOSEHH KJHU >A QOABQH =J@ >AJAł?E=H PK PDA KNC=JEV=PEKJ EB PDAU =NASE@AHU OD=NA@ CAP
commercial entities interested and taken up for commercialization or transferred to generate 
revenues. It is important that verify that the organization’s IP assets and resources are effectively 
communicated to both internal and external stakeholders.
From IP Audit to IP Asset Management
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In this section, we suggest an outline for the audit report. It is only intended as a guide 
and auditors should modify and customize as may be necessary for their purposes. 
Still we recognize that IP audits could result in loads of information and data that 
could be more confusing than clarifying. Some level of synthesis and analysis into a 
“management advisory note” is necessary if the findings are to be implemented. The 
management (or whoever commissioned the audit) should not spend time or additional 
resources figuring out what to do or how to do it. 
Presenting The Audit Report
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General guidelines 
• Focus on the target audience. IP audits 
are initiated or commissioned either by 
management for different purposes. 
,QN NALKNP ODKQH@ ?HA=NHU E@AJPEBU SDK
“the commissioning authority” is/are. 
This is the primary target for your report. 
Always keep him/her/them in mind. Both 
the message and the recommendations 
need to be clearly focused on your target 
audience. Build on what they already know 
as you introduce the unknown 
• Keep it brief. The details will be in the 
workbook, inventory/repository, workplans 
and other such tools you have used in 
the auditing process. The purpose of 
this report is to advise the management/
commissioner of the report on key 
highlights and action points. 
• Talk to your audience: The report is your 
“advisory opinion” and management would 
like to ‘hear your voice’ and conviction in 
EP &P EJOLENAO?KJł@AJ?A=J@SKQH@ HEGAHU
invite engagement from them on what to 
do and the next steps. So, to the extent 
possible use your natural voice....in other 
words, write as though you are speaking 
PKPDEO@AłJA@=Q@EAJ?AOOQIAUKQ=NA
addressing this mixed but knowledgeable 
audience sitting in front of you and you 
=NA PAHHEJC PDAI =>KQP PDA łJ@EJCO =J@
key strategic interventions they need to 
undertake.
4EPDKQP >AEJC LNAO?NELPERA KN NAOPNE?PERA =J
audit report could include the following broad 
sections:
Executive Summary
In this section, give a high-level, non-technical 
and short summary of the report that entices 
readers to go further. Keep it short but rich, 
in other words, even if the reader didn’t go 
further, they should understand and be clear 
about the IP audit. 
Mind your language. Avoid all technical jargon 
and concepts of the academic discipline. Make 
it easy to follow for a wide and knowledgeable 
audience. If you must use them, explain all 
technical terms to a lay audience 
Background and context
In this section, answer the question why is 
the audit was necessary/important. The terms 
of reference (ToRs), or scoping, inception 
meetings with management/commissioning 
authority would be helpful. 
Answer the question what were the goals of 
PDA =Q@EP =J@ KRAN=HH łJ@EJCO4D=P @E@ UKQ
set out to achieve/change/explore? How does 
this relate to the why question above? In 
KPDANSKN@ODKSSKQH@UKQNłJ@EJCONAOQHPO
address the why question? 
Approaches and Key 
Findings 
This is where to present your methodology 
=J@ łJ@EJCO 1DEO OA?PEKJ =JOSANO PDA DKS
question. In other words, what did you do to 
arrive at the results and conclusions. Keep 
the methodological description limited to only 
what the reader needs to know in order to 
=LLNA?E=PA PDA =Q@EP 4D=P =J@ DKS S=O EP
done? If necessary, why were some methods/
approaches preferred over others? 
In presenting results, summarize facts, 
issues and context; focus on the evidence; 
back your argument up using evidence, and 
underline the consequences of adopting 
L=NPE?QH=N =HPANJ=PERAO 4DEHA B=?PO łCQNAO
and statistics are important, the target for 
this report is more inclined to the ‘managerial 
and strategic relevance’ of your report rather 
than the technical details. They are interested 
in knowing what your work means for 
their core business and the legal health of 
the organization. Every discipline has their 
specialized approaches but remember this 
report is for a non-technical audience. 
Strategic Interventions and 
Recommendations
This section answers ‘the so what question’. 
In other words, the strategic and managerial 
NAHAR=J?A KB UKQN SKNG 4D=P ODKQH@ PDA
management do next? How will each action, 
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=BBA?P PDA?KNA>QOEJAOO4D=P=NAPDA HAC=H
and business implications of each suggestion 
recommendation? In presenting your 
recommendations:
Focus on practicability and 
feasibility. 
This report should be an action-oriented tool. 
Your recommendations should be realistic 
and implementable in terms of cost, time 
and impact. Consider, for example, is your 
recommendation seeking to: 
a)  introduce new aspects/methodologies/
approaches/theories etc to an existing 
?D=EJ KB KBBANEJCO 4EHH EP ?D=JCA PDA
current practices and approaches to the 
business model? 
b) change/modify/improve the technical 
aspects of how programmes, projects, 
production, distribution, marketing etc  are 
designed/implemented? 
?
 ?D=JCA = L=NPE?QH=N OLA?Eł? LKHE?ULKHE?U
regime. If so, which one and why? 
Base conclusions on 
results/evidence: 
"JOQNAUKQNNAOQHPO=J@łJ@EJCOLNKRE@AAJKQCD
evidence to support the recommendations. 
/AŃA?PKJSD=PGEJ@KBARE@AJ?A@KUKQD=RA
Quantitative/qualitative/other?;  are there any 
contrasting/contradicting evidence on this 
EOOQA %KSSEHH UKQN łJ@EJCO OP=J@ =C=EJOP
OQ?D ?KJPN=OPEJC?KJPN=@E?PEJC ARE@AJ?A ,J
the other hand, are there any other evidence 
?KILHAIAJPEJCOQLLKNPEJCUKQNłJ@EJCO




the mandate/authority to make /implement 
the changes/actions you are recommending? 
1DEOD=OPK>ARANUOLA?Eł?SDANALKOOE>HA
J=IA >KPD PDA LANOKJ =J@ PDA KBł?A
department. They should have the authority/
legitimacy to make/effect the changes/actions 
being sought They should have the power to 
allocate resources/or cause resources to be 
=HHK?=PA@PKPDAOLA?Eł?EOOQA
Conclusion 
This section answers the what next? question. 





 4DU EO PDEO ĠNA?KIIAJ@=PEKJ
 PDA >AOP
course of action? (think in terms of costs, 
technical feasibility, acceptability etc) 
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IP Category/Characteristics
5Defining features – describe the attributes that qualify it for 
this category
Ownership/authorship
List here those who can claim 
any stake including both internal 
and external partners
ĥ&+0"/1 %"/" 1%" &-  1"$,/6 "&+$ 2!&1"! "$ -1"+10  ,-6/&$%1 1/!"
*/(021&)&16*,!")0"1 9
6 4D=P
The gist/key findings/types of IP 
7 4DK











5 Does the IP asset being audited exhibit the key features that qualify it to !t into this IP category? List these features and align them with the de!nitions/characteristics outlined in section X of 
this manual. This description forms evidence base on which the management will decide the acclaimed potential and their next course of action. As such, it should be as speci!c and detailed 
as possible.  
6 Give a high-level summary of the of the project and !ndings. Describe the key IP assets arising from this work
7 Identify all the parties involved in the research/innovation including internal (institutional) as well as collaborating (external) partners and funders. 
8 Describe the physical/geographical location where (a) the research was conducted (b) the IP registration and protection may be required.  
9 Record when the research/innovation was conducted. Note that IP protection is time-bound and the timelines may help in deciding not only which IP category is appropriate but also whether 
the organization has adequate time to bene!t from pursuing registration and protection.
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IP Category Potential/eligibility
Comment on whether the 
organization could (a) obtain 
IP protection (b) benefit from /
registering protecting the IP
Action required







































assigned to each 
asset
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes
Location
In which physical 
location is the asset 




     
             
 
 
Annex 2: Recommendations Template
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Annex 3: IP Asset Inventory Template
IP ASSET AUTHOR/OWNER/INVENTOR





     
   
             
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        






















































             
 
       
       
       








Annex 4:  Sample Implementation and M&E  
   Template
10 Speci!c recommendations on what the management or whoever commissioned the IP audit should do. 
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